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CONVERGENCE ACCELERATION FOR

CONTINUED FRACTIONS K(an/\)
BY

LISA JACOBSEN

Abstract. A known method for convergence acceleration of limit periodic con-

tinued fractions K(an/\), a„ -» a, is to replace the approximants 5„(0) by "modified

approximants" Sn(f*), where/* = K(a/\). The present paper extends this idea to a

larger class of converging continued fractions. The "modified approximants" will

then be 5„(/(n) ), where K(a'n/\) is a converging continued fraction whose tails/'"''

are all known, and where a„ — a'n -> 0.

As a measure for the improvement obtained by this method, upper bounds for the

ratio of the two truncation errors are found.

1. Introduction. We are going to study continued fractions of the form

^1_ = ^l       ^2 5,
a2 1  +  1  + ... +  1  + ...*(°f) =1 +

1 +

where 0 ¥= an G C. The a„'s are called elements, and the numbers

(1.1) fm = Ji(aB/l) = y + y+...+^f1;       m>l,

/o = 0,

are called the approximants. All fm are well defined in the extended complex plane C,

since all the elements are ¥= 0. When we let Sm denote the linear fractional

transformation

<'-2> ««>=t + ...+t£;.

the mth approximant is/m = Sm(0). The approximants are often written in the form

fm ~ dm/Bm, where Am and Bm, the mth numerator and denominator of the

continued fraction, are given by

(1.3) A_x = 1,   Ao = 0,   B_x = 0,   B0= 1,

Am = Am-\  + amAm~2>      Bm = Bm    1  + «m^m-2 > m>\.

It is easy to prove (see for instance [7, Theorem 2.1, p. 20]) that

(L4) 5" w   = B   +B      w-
tím + Bm-\W
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K(an/\) is said to converge when its sequence of approximants {/m}^=0 converges,

possibly to oo. The value of K(an/\) then is /= K(an/\) — hmm_<00/m. In some

special cases this value is easy to determine, for instance in the periodic case or for

some continued fraction expansions of known functions. But in most cases one has

to compute the value numerically; i.e. to compute S„(0) for a sufficiently large n.

(Here truncation error estimates are needed; see for instance [7, Chapter 8, p. 297].)

In 1873, Glaisher [4] found that for a certain continued fraction K{an/\) where

a n -> oo, the sequence {Sn(xn)} converges much faster to the value /of K(a„/l) than

{^(O)}, for an appropriate choice of {*„}. In 1958, Wynn [13] proved that the same

applies for all convergent continued fractions K(an/\) where an -» oo. Hayden [5]

presented in 1965 methods for finding appropriate {xn} in some of these cases.

Beginning in 1973, Gill [1, 2, 3] studied, among other things, the convergence of

limit periodic continued fractions K(an/l), an -* a. He observed that {Sn(xx)},

where x, = K(a/l), in some cases converges faster to/= K{an/\) than {S„(0)j. In

1978, Thron and Waadeland [12] proved that

\f-Sn(xx)
lim o

f-sn(o)

for any continued fraction K(an/l) where an -» a G C\ (-00,-4], and for some

K{an/\) where an-> — \. They also quantified the improvement by deriving upper

bounds for \f - S„{xx) \/\ f - Sn(0) \ .

In the present paper we extend this method to other types of continued fractions.

To apply the method to a continued fraction K(an/\), we have to know another

convergent continued fraction K{a'n/\) such that (an — a'n) -> 0, and such that all of

the values/(n)' = K?Ln+x(a'p/\),n = 0,1,2,..., are known.

This is for instance the case when K{a'n/\) is ^-periodic or the C-fraction

expansion of the ratio of certain hypergeometric functions. K™=n+x(a„/l) is called

the Mth tail of a continued fraction K(an/l), and /("' is the value of the «th tail

(when it is converging).

In §2 of this paper, we will find sufficient conditions for

l/-s„(/(H)')
(1.5) lim

f-sn(o)
0.

In §4, upper bounds for this ratio are found for a given n.

The following example may serve as an illustration of what to expect by this

method.

Example 1.1. The 5-periodic continued fraction given by

a'\      8       12       8       6       11

has the following tail values

f(5n)' = (/TÏ257 - 35J/33, /<5"+»' = (/TÏ257 - 3J/38,

y(5„+2)< _ (3l/11257 - 65J/74, /<5«+3)' = (3/ÏÏ257 - 99J/164,

/<5"+4)' = (/ÏÏ257 +2J/31 for« = 0,1,2,3,....
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This continued fraction may be used as a tool for improving the convergence of the

continued fraction K(an/\) — K((a'n + 0.3")/l). Table 1.1 shows the improvement

obtained by using the modified approximants S„(/'"').

Table 1.1

1

2

5

10

20

24

50

75

100

117

Sn(0)

8.3

0.6

2.8

2.13

2.2236

2.225

2.2264935

2.22649361321

2.226493613203892

2.22649361320389408

W(B))

2.23

2.223

2.2265

2.22649360

2.22649361320389

2.22649361320389408

We find that Sn(f("Y) gives the value of/with 8 significant digits when n = 10,

and with 18 significant digits when n = 24, whereas the same accuracy in 5„(0)

requires n > 50 and n = 117, respectively.

(This computation was done on UNIVAC 1108, RUNIT, The University of

Trondheim.)

The conditions for obtaining (1.5) will turn out to be intimately connected with

certain regions related to continued fractions:

Definition 1.1. {En}™=x is a sequence of element regions and {Vn}™=0 is a

corresponding sequence of value regions if:

(i){0), 0 ^EnCCforn= 1,2,3,...,

(ii) Vn Q C(the extended complex plane) for n = 0,1,2,...,

(iii)£„Ç Vn_xforn= 1,2,3,...,

(iv) EJ{\ + Vn)CVn^xforn=\,2,3,...,and

(v) V„ is closed for n — 0,1,2,_

This and the following Definitions 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 are given in accordance with [7,

p. 64] which also points out the fact that the term region is used loosely to mean any

subset of C or C respectively. The only difference is that condition (v) in Definition

1.1 is not included in [7].

Definition 1.2. A sequence {En} of element regions is called a sequence of

convergence regions if every continued fraction K{an/\) with 0 ¥= an G En for n =

1,2,3,... converges.

In particular, if En = E for n = 1,2,3,... we say that £ is a simple convergence

region; and similarly, if E2n+X = Ex, E2n = E2 for n— 1,2,3,..., we say that

(Ex, E2) is a set of twin convergence regions.

Definition 1.3. {En}™=x is called a uniform sequence of convergence regions

(u.s.c), if there exists a sequence {Xn}™=x of positive numbers converging to 0, such

thatif0^an GEJorn =1,2,3,... then | K(an/\) ~/J< Xkfor k = 1,2,3,....
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The sequence {Xn} will be called a sequence of positive numbers corresponding to

the u.s.c. {£„}•

Definition 1.4. {Vny%=a is called the best sequence of value regions corresponding to

a sequence {£„} of element regions, if {Vn} is a sequence of value regions corresponding

to {£„}, and if for every sequence {V^} of value regions corresponding to {En},VnQ V'n

forn = 0,1,2,_

It is easy to prove [7, Theorem 4.1, p. 65] that, corresponding to a sequence {£„}

of element regions, the best sequence of value regions is given by:

(1.6)    K. = ci {/,<">=   "£+^aJ\);m= 1,2,3,...,a, G ̂ lorall* > «j j

for n = 0,1,2,...,

where c(A) means the closure of a set A.

In §3, certain properties of u.s.c.'s will be investigated. The ratio Bn/Bn_x (Bn

defined by (1.3)) frequently occurs in the theory of continued fractions. It is denoted

by hn (see for instance [7]), and a simple induction argument gives that

0 for « = oo,

1 f or n = 1,
(1.7) h

*„-. a„ a-,
1+f+...+f     for">2-

At the end of this section, some formulas for later reference are stated:

(is) /•(") =_a"+l_ /•(«) =_a"+1_
V        ' Jm l+f(n+\)' J ]_)_/(«+1)

for n — 0,1,2,. ..,m = 1,2,3,...,

where/0(n) = 0 for« = 0,1,2,...

(1.9) B„ + Bn_xf<">= J (1+/<M)    for« = 0,1,2,...,
*=i

(1.10) Att-f^Bn = (-l)"-x n/W   for« = 0,1,2,....
k = 0

Equations (1.8) are trivial, (1.9) and (1.10) are proved easily by induction.

2. Sufficient conditions for lim„J00(/- S„(f("y))/(/- 5„(0)) = 0. As described

in the introduction, K(an/\) is a convergent continued fraction whose value / we

want to compute, whereas K(a'n/\) is a convergent continued fraction whose tails

/<n) are all known. In this section we shall establish sufficient conditions for

{Sn( /'"')} to converge to / substantially faster than (5„(0)} in the sense of (1.5).

Since /= K(a„/l) = S„(f(n)), it is no surprise that the condition /(»)-/<»>' -» 0

turns out to be part of the sufficient conditions.

For a sequence {wn} from C, straightforward use of of (1.4) gives

\f-S„(wn)\ = \Sn(f^)-SH(wn)\-
B„ + B„_xf^\\B„ + Bn„xw„\
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This leads to the following:

(2.1)
/-£„(/<">')

f-s„(o)
B„

Bn + Bn-xf
(«)'

(«) _  /(«)'fW-f
f<«)

Looking for conditions to ensure (1.5), we see at once, by (2.1), that requiring

(2.2)     -L-£f--—< M   for« = 1,2,3,... and some M > 0,
I *„ + *„_,/<"> 11/<»> |

and

(2.3) Urn |/(n) -/<">' |=0

is sufficient. This is exactly the idea that leads to Theorem 2.5. But before stating

this theorem, we introduce some new concepts and find conditions for (2.3)

(Theorem 2.4).

Definition 2.1. {En}™=x is called a totally uniform sequence of convergence regions

(t.u.s.c.) if

(i) {Ej,p)}^= x where E^p) = En+p for n = 1,2,3,..., is a u.s.c. for every nonnega-

tive integerp, and

(ii) there exists a sequence {Xn}™=x of positive numbers converging to 0, such that for

every given p > 0, an G E¡¡p^ for n = 1,2,3,... implies that the continued fraction

K(an/l) converges in such a way that \f — f„\*^Xnfor n — 1,2,3, —

A sequence {Xn} as described in (ii) will be called a sequence of positive numbers

corresponding to the t.u.s.c. {£„}.

The concept of a t.u.s.c. will be used in Theorem 2.4. A simple uniform conver-

gence region is easily seen to be a Lu.s.c. (with En = E for all n). Other examples will

be given in the next section as part of a general discussion of the concept u.s.c.

Definition 2.2. [En}™=, is called a sequence of CA-regions (CA-sequence) if there

exists an N G N such that the following two conditions are satisfied:

(ï){Ej,N)} is a t.u.s.c, and

(ii) 0 G c(U™=N(Vn + Wn)) where {Vn} is the best sequence of value regions

corresponding to {En}, and

(2.4) Wn = c({hnet;ak E EJork = 2,3,...,n})   forn = 1,2,....

CA stands for convergence acceleration. (hn in (2.4) is defined by (1.7).)

In particular, when En = Ex for «=1,2,3,..., we say that Ex is a simple

CA-region, and when E2n_x = Ex, E2n = E2 for n = 1,2,3,..., we say that (Ex, E2)

is a set of twin CA-regions. CA -sequences play a vital part in the conditions of

Theorem 2.5, the main theorem of this section; examples of such sequences will be

given in the next section. We mention here that only slight modifications are needed,

to turn a simple uniform convergence region into a simple C4 -region.

At present we shall need some properties of t.u.s.c.'s. Therefore we state the

following proposition, although the proof is postponed to the next section.
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Proposition 2.3. Let (£„} be a t.u.s.c. and {Vn} be the best sequence of value

regions corresponding to {£„}. Then

(0 U"_, En is bounded if and only // U"_0 Vn is bounded.

(ii) If there exists an e > 0 such that En\{z; |z|<e} # 0 for all n, then

(a) U™=xEn is bounded, and

(ß) U^=1F„ and U™=2En have positive distances from -1.

We shall use this proposition in the next theorem:

Theorem 2.4. Let {En} be a t.u.s.c. such that En \ (z; | z |< ¡i} ¥= 0 for all n and

some jti > 0. Furthermore let K(an/\) and K(a'n/\) be continued fractions such that

an,a'nEEn for « = 1,2,3,.... Then limn^w(/<«>-/<«>') = 0 i/ a«¿ o«/> i/

lim„-tx:i(an — a¿,) = 0, where f(n) and/(n)' are ?/ze values of the nth tails of K{an/\)

and K(a'n/\) respectively.

Proof. We first prove the following statement: If lim„^00(an — a'n) = 0, then

lim^ooC/i"' -fm"y) = 0 for any w G N. (/,<"> and /„<">' denote the wth approxi-

mants of the «th tails of K(an/\) and K(a'n/\) respectively.)

Ifm = lthen/1<B>-//">' = aB+1-<+1.

Hence, the statement is true for m — 1.

Suppose it is true for m = v — 1 where v > 2.

Then, since, by use of (1.8),

a -„'       — f(n)'( f{n+l) _ f(n+\y)

fr-fr =
i+/,<-", °

we get the following inequality:

|fl _ „'        I +1 /(«)' I I f(n + \) _ /(n+l)'|
"n+1 "n+llT|7>.        NA-I 7„-l|/(«) _ /■(")'!<.

17" ■'»I i j   +y(n+l)|

Since by Proposition 2.3(ii), 11+ ffî'> \> 8 and |Z/"»' | < AT for all p > 2, « 3* 0, for

some 8 > 0 and K < ao, this proves the statement for m — v. Induction completes

the proof of the statement.

Now it is easy to prove the theorem. Let {Xn} be a sequence of positive numbers

corresponding to the t.u.s.c. {En}, and let e > 0 be arbitrarily chosen. Since Xn -* 0,

there exists an m0 G N such that Xm < e/3 for every m> m0. Choose a fixed

m S* im0. Then |/<n) - /„<"> |< e/3 and |/(">' - /j"'' |< e/3 for every « > 0, because

the tails K^Ln+x(a„/\) and K^Ln+x(a'¡,/\) may be regarded as continued fractions

K%X(CJ\) and K?=x(C;/l) where the elements

Q = ay+n G £<"> = En+„       C; = <+n G £<") = £n+r   for. = 1,2,3,....

Now suppose limn_00(an — a^,) = 0. Then we have proved that

Um|/<-)-/W|=0.

Hence there exists an «0 G N such that | /^n) — fm"Y | < e/3 for every n> n0. Since

I/00-/00' |<|/(-) -/j») | +I/W-/WI +)/(»)' -/W|<£    when«>«0,

we then have \im„_ Jf(n) - f("y) = 0.
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Conversely, suppose lim„^(/("» - f-"y) = 0. Since, by (1.8),

an+x - a'n+x = (/<-> -/<»>')(1 + /<"+») +/W(/(.+i) -/(■+•)')

where {/<n+1)} and {/<n)} are bounded, we must have limn^x(an — a'n) = 0.    □

By this theorem, we have conditions for (2.3). Hence, we only have to find

conditions for (2.2) to ensure (1.5), the ultimate goal of this section.

Theorem 2.5. Let K(a„/\) and K(a'n/\) be two convergent continued fractions such

that limn^a0(an — a'n) — 0. Furthermore let f be the finite value of K(an/\) and

{/(n) }"=o oe me values of the tails of K(a'n/l). If {an} has no limit point at 0, and

there exists a CA-sequence {£„} such that an, a'n G Enfor n = 1,2,3,..., then

(2.5)

lim
n-* oo

Proof. By (2.1) and (1.7) we get

/-S„(/(n)')

f-sJLf<«)
f-s„(o)

= 0.

f-sM
I f(") — f("Y I

for«= 1,2,3,....
| «„+/<">' | |/<">|

Let (£„} be a G4-sequence such that a„, a'n G En for « = 1,2,3,_, {Vn} be the

best sequence of value regions corresponding to {£„}, and {Wn} be defined by (2.4).

Since h„ G Wn and hn + f("Y G W„ + Vn, the first factor on the right side of (2.5) is

bounded for n > some N G N (this follows from the definition of CA -sequences).

Besides, since | an \ > e for all n > 0 for some e > 0 (since {an} has no limit point in

0)and

/<"> = «„+,/(!+/(n+1))

where | 1 + f(n+ " | < M for all n > N and some positive constant M (by Proposition

2.3), |/<n) | > e/M > 0 for all n > N. Hence, the theorem follows by use of Theorem

2.4.    D

With this theorem we have found sufficient conditions for the modified approxi-

mants {5'n(/(n)')} to yield a substantial convergence acceleration relative to the

approximants/n = 5„(0) of K(an/\) in the sense of (1.5).

Remarks. (1) It is sufficient to require an, a'n G En for n > 2 in the theorem since

hn is independent of ax. But if that is satisfied, then {£*}, where Ex* = Ex U {a,, a¡}

and £* = En for n>2, will also be a C4-sequence.

(2) The conditions of Theorem 2.5 were obtained by requiring (2.2) and (2.3). But

obviously one might allow {/<n)} or [h„ + f-n)} to have limit points at 0, provided

that (/'"' — /(n) ) converges so fast to 0, that the whole expression still converges to

0.

(3) The applicability of Theorem 2.5 is dependent upon easy ways to prescribe

C4-sequences. This subject will be handled in §3.

(4) The usefulness of Theorem 2.5 also depends on how good the improvement

will be by this method. §4 gives upper bounds for (2.1) as a measure for this

improvement.
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3. Properties of certain sequences of convergence regions. The purpose of this

section is to study the various types of element regions occuring in §2. U.s.c.'s are

treated in Proposition 3.1, t.u.s.c.'s were treated in Proposition 2.3 which will be

proved in this section, and some CA -sequences are handled in Proposition 3.2. Some

examples of t.u.s.c.'s and C4-sequences will also be given.

Proposition 3.1. Let {£„} be a sequence of element regions and {Vn} be the best

sequence of value regions corresponding to {£„}• Then

(i) the following two statements are equivalent for any k G N:

(A): Ek is bounded and -I £ Vk.

(B): Vk_x is bounded.

(ii) If Vk-X is bounded, k G N, then Ek+X has a positive distance from -1.

(iii) If {En} is a u.s.c, then V0 is bounded.

(iv) If {En} is a u.s.c, then

(a) {£i_l)}^=, is a u.s.c. if and only if-1 G V0,

(ß) {E¡¡i)}^=x is a u.s.c. if and only if Vx is bounded.

(Here Ej¡p) = En+p for n = 1,2,3,..., p = ±1, where E0 may be any bounded

subset of C such that E0 \ (0} =£ 0.)

Proof, (i) Let k G N be arbitrarily chosen and {V*} be given by

(n +m \

K   (a„/l);m> 1, a, G £, for all . > n      for n = 0,1,2,....
v=n+1 I

Then, by (1.6), Vn — c(V*), and besides

(3-2) V*_x=EkUEk/(\ + V*)

where V* is independent of Ek. Since Ek \ (0) ¥= 0, it follows that (A) <=> (B).

(ii) Follows from (i) since Ek + X C Vk and Vk is a closed set.

(iii) Suppose {£■„} is a u.s.c. Let {Xn} be a sequence of positive numbers

corresponding to {En}. Then

\a   ||/-(l) _ /(i)  I
I "1 I |7 7n-l I -I/-/J

l+/(0 l+/„(-! !+/<■) 11l+/„<}>-
for n > 2

i I

for any continued fraction K(an/\) where a„ E En; n = 1,2,3,_Since/(1) and

f„(l}x are independent of a,, we have the following two possibilities:

(a) | 1 +/(1) |= oo for every continued fraction where an E En for all n. Then

/ = 0 for every such continued fraction, and | /„ | < Xn, hence, V0 is bounded.

(b) There exists a continued fraction K(a„/\) where | 1 +/(1)|< oo. Then Ex

must be bounded. (Otherwise f0) - f„(])x - 0 for all n>2 which is impossible

because an ^ 0 for all n > 1.) To see that V0 is bounded, we observe that

|/-/,| = |/-a,|<A,-|/|<A, + |a,|^L + M,

\f-f„\*iXn~\fn\^Xn + \f\<2L + M,

where L = sup,i;>, X„ < oo and M = supze£| | z | < oo. So, by (1.6) V0 is bounded.

(iv) Suppose {£„} is a u.s.c. Let {Xn} be a sequence of positive numbers

corresponding to this u.s.c, let E0 be an arbitrarily chosen, bounded subset of C, and
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let V_x denote the initial region in the best sequence of value regions corresponding

to {£<-»}.

(a): If {£„M)} is a u.s.c. then -1 G V0 by (i) and (iii). Suppose -1 G V0. Then for

any continued fraction K(an/\) where an G E^'X) for n = 1,2,3,..., we must have

\f-fi\<\f\+\aA<C + M,

I/-/.I «ill/(,)-Är(l) MXn-l

1  +/<1)||1  +/J
«o

for« = 2,3,4,...,

where C = supze K  | z \ < oo because of (i),

M = sup | z | < oo    and   8 = inf | 1 + z | > 0.
ze£0 ¿e|/o

Hence, by defining X(f" = C + M and *£•> = M\„_ ,/o2 for « = 2,3,4,..., we

have found a sequence (a'"1'} of positive numbers corresponding to {¿s^""}, and

therefore {E^'X)} is a u.s.c.

(ß): If {E^} is a u.s.c. then by (iii) Vx is bounded. Suppose Vx is bounded:

C — supze(/ \z\< oo. For any continued fraction K(an/l) where a, e £|" for

« = 1,2,3,..., and any nonzero x E Ex, x/(\ + K(an/l)) will be a continued

fraction such that

I/-/J

oo n— 1

A" (VI) -  K («*/!)
A— I /:= 1

oc

1 +  K (fljk/l)
A= 1

1+V (at/l)
k=\

< X     for« = 2,3,4,.

Thereby

tf (vi) - K (vi)
<;= 1 «= 1

(i + c) xn
<--.    /    "    for« = 2,3,4,....

Since the left side of the last expression is independent of x and Ex, we can choose

X(^ = (1 + C)2Xn+x/M for n — 1,2,3,... where M = supz6£ \z |< oo since Ex C

VQ which is bounded, by (iii). Thereby {X^J} is a sequence of positive numbers

corresponding to {E^}.    D

Now the proof of Proposition 2.3 is rather straightforward.

Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let {X„} be a sequence of positive numbers corre-

sponding to the t.u.s.c. {£„} such that Xx >X2.

(i) follows from the facts that En C Vn_x for all « 3* 1 (by Definition 1.1), and that

for any integer p > 0, | z |*£ 2L + M for any z G V , where L = sup,^, Xn and

M = sup{| z | ; z G U^=, £n} (by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition

3.1(iii)).

(ii)(a) Suppose U^=1£n is not bounded. Then, to any /'G R there exists

an TV G N such that sup(| z | ; z G EN) > t' ■ A,. Hence, we can choose an G

En\{z; |^|<e} arbitrarily for n = 1,2,3,..., n¥=N, and aNEEN such that

| aN |= tXx where t > t'. Since {£„} is a t.u.s.c, the continued fraction K(an/\) will

be such that

(3.3) \r -o
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(3.4)
(N-i) _

Figure 3.1

«x2<x,.
1 + aN+\

(3.3) leads to: (t - 1)X, <\f-N~^ |< (/ + 1)X,. Therefore

(3.5) (*-2)X,<|/ (AT-I)I

1 + a N+l

<|/(JV-1)|+X1<(i + 2)X„

t t
? + 2 -I ! + aN+\ t-2'

when t' > 2.

Besides, (3.3) and (3.4) imply that aN/(\ + aN+x) is contained in the closed disc

centered at aN with radius 2X,. That is

2X, 3*
1   + ÛJV+1

lflNllaN+l I   _   ?^1 \aN+\ I

l1+ûiV+ll M+flAr+ll'

1 + fl/v+i \>~^\aN+\ Is*" " E ~* °°    when/'^oo.

But this contradicts (3.5). Hence, U"=, En must be bounded.

(ii)(/3) That U™=]Vn has a positive distance from -1 follows from (ii)(a), (i) and

(3.2). That U^=2 En has a positive distance from -1 then follows from the fact that

U~=2£„çU~=1K„.    D
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Figure 3.2
In the convergence theory for continued fractions K(an/\), a wide range of

sequences of convergence regions are known. (See for instance [6, 7, 10, 11].) Some

of these are known to be uniform. Considering Proposition 3.1(i) and (iv), it seems

feasible to impose certain boundedness conditions on u.s.c's to obtain examples of

t.u.s.c.'s. But the existence of a sequence {X„} satisfying condition (ii) in Definition

2.1 must be handled separately in each case. When {En} is a periodic u.s.c, however,

boundedness of Vn for all n > 1 ensures that {£„} is a t.u.s.c. In particular if

E2n+X — Ex and E2„ = E2 for n = 1,2,3,..., then bounding E2 and making sure

that -1 G V0, will be sufficient to make {En} a t.u.s.c. This is especially easy to

accomplish when -1 is not contained in the interior of V0 (which will always be the

case when Ex = E2).

The following is an example of a nonperiodic t.u.s.c.

Example 3.1. The sequence {En} given by En = Pan n fyM for « = 1,2,3,... (see

Figure 3.1) where Pa„ = (z G C; | z | -Re(ze-'2a) < 2g„(l - g„+,)cos2 «} for n =

1,2,3,... and tf)M — {z G C; | z | < M) is a t.u.s.c. provided that

(3.6) |a|<f,    M<oo,    0<x<gn<\-x    for « = 1,2, 3,...

and the series

00     k   I      1 \

(3.7) 2 n —!—i
k=\   n=l \ 6n+p+l I

diverges for every p > 0, and this divergence is uniform with respect to p.

If

(3-8) Va,n= (z G C; Re(ze-'a) > -g„+,cosa)    for « = 0, 1,2,...,

and  {V„}  is the best sequence of value regions corresponding to  {En}, then

K £ K,„ n ^M/xcosa for « = 0,1,2,.... The reason for this is as follows: Thron
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proved in 1958 [10] that {£„} is a u.s.c. provided that (3.6) is satisfied and the series

(3.7) diverges for p — 0. Furthermore he proved that {X^}, where

M
X{p) =-;-:-;-r    for « = 1,2,3,..., p = 0,1,2,...,

2jccos «Il^=2(l +dkp_\x2cos2 a/M)

d^=   nUi/W,-i)     farjk=u,3,...,
2*=I0nr=i(v&+,+i -1)

is a sequence of positive numbers corresponding to the u.s.c. {£„}, and that {Van} is

a corresponding sequence of value regions. That Vn C ^M/xcosa follows from (3.2).

It is easy to see that {Ej,p)}^=x where Ej¡p) = En+p, is a u.s.c. with a corresponding

sequence {X(p)} of positive numbers for any p > 0. So we only have to check the

sequence (X„) where

M
X„ = supX</) =--    for« = 1,2,3,...,

pS*o 2xcosa]["k=2\\ + dk_xx cos a/M)

and dk = inf^g d[p) > 0 because of (3.6).

The uniform divergence with respect to p of the series (3.7) ensures the divergence

of 2f=xdk. (It is well known that the series 2%xCn and 2™=x(Cn/2"kz\Ck) converge

and diverge together [8, p. 327].) Hence {X„} is a sequence of positive numbers

converging to 0, and {£„} is a t.u.s.c

Proposition 3.2. Let (Ex, E2) be a uniform set of twin convergence regions, and

(V0, Vx) be the corresponding best value regions. If Vx is bounded and -1 G V0 + Vx,

then (Ex, E2) is a set of twin CA-regions.

(If Ex = E2, then by Proposition 3.1 (iii), Vx — V0 is always bounded.)

Proof. By Proposition 3.1(iv), {£„} is a t.u.s.c. when Vx is bounded. Besides

W2n ç 1 + K, and W2n+, Ç 1 + V0 for n = 1,2,3,..., where Wn is defined by (2.4).

Hence, the proposition follows.    D

This proposition furnishes an easy way to find examples of simple or twin

CA -regions.

Example 3.2. By choosing g„ = ^(1 — 8) for n = 1,2,3,..., where 0 < 8 < 1, in

Example 3.1, we get a simple uniform convergence region

£„= (z EC; \z\ -Re(ze-'2a) ^{(l -82)cos2a} nQ)M

with a corresponding best value region

Va Ç {z GC;Re(ze-'a)s* -\(\ -ô)cosa} 0^/^(1 +Ô)cosa

when | a | < <n/2, 0 < 8 < 1 and 0 < M < oo.

Since inf{| 1 + x + y \ ; x, y E Va) 3* 8 > 0, Ea is a simple Q-region.

Example 3.3. By choosing g2n_x = ^(1 - 8X), g2n = \(\ - 82); « = 1,2,3,...,

where -1<ô,<1,-1<ô2<1 and 5, + 82 > 0 in Example 3.1, we get by the same

argument as in Example 3.2, a set of twin C4-regions.

Example 3.4.

£, = {zGC;|z|*Sp2-£2},

£2= {zGC;|z|>(l + p + ef) D^)M,
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where 0<e<p<p+e<l and ^^ is defined as in Example 3.1, is a set of twin

CA -regions with a corresponding set of value regions

F0= {w;|w|<p-e},        Vx = {w; | w + \\^p + e).

The reasons for this are as follows:

(1) (Ex, E2) and (V0, Vx) are corresponding element and value regions because:

and if z = rei,p E E2 and w = Reie E VQ then

l+w R+1 1+p-e P

Hence, E2/(\ + V0) C Vx. Furthermore, Ex Q V0 since p2 - e2 = (p + e)(p - e) <

p — e, and E2 C Vx since (1 + p + e)2 > 1 + p + e.

(2) (£,, £2) is a t.u.s.c. because

Ex C Ex* — [z; z — v2 and | ü |< p}    and

E2 C £2* = [z; z — v2 and | v ± i \> p]

where (£f, £*> is proved by Thron [7, Theorem 4.46, p. 115] to be a set of uniform

twin convergence regions. Besides -1 G V0 and £2 is bounded, so by Proposition

3.1(i), the best value regions corresponding to {£„} are bounded.

(3)-lîK0+ F, because

inf(|z + w+ 1| ;z G V0,w G F,} = 2e > 0.

Example 1.1 continued. All the elements an and a'n, n— 1,2,3,..., are con-

tained in the simple C4-region Ea in Example 3.2 with a = 0, M = 13, and 6"

arbitrarily chosen from (0,1).

4. Upper bounds for the ratio [/- S„(f(n)')\/\f - Sn(0) \ . After having estab-

lished conditions for obtaining a substantial convergence acceleration, we want to

know how much better the convergence is by this new method. The upper bounds

for this ratio, given by the following theorem, will serve as a measure for the

improvement.

Theorem 4.1. Let K(an/\) be a convergent continued fraction whose value f one

wants to approximate, and K(a'n/\) a convergent continued fraction where all the

values {/("' }^=o of the tails are known. If

(i) there exist a t.u.s.c. {£„} and a jti > 0 such that En\{z; | z |< ix} =/= 0 and

an,a'n EEnforalln,

(ii) there exist a D > 0 and a sequence {r„}™=0 of numbers > 1, such that

I  J   _|_ f(n+\y I I f(n)' I
J-L-L!-1>D   forn = 0,1,2,3,...,

and

(iii)timB^00(a„ - a'n) = 0and\an - a'„ |< min{Z)2/4, | a'„ \/2) for n = 1,2,3,...,
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then

(4.1)
f-sn(finY) \f<«)' i

«„(/<">')f-s„(o)

for n = 1,2,3,..., where

dn = sup | a, - a', \forn — 1,2,3,...,

r        \    d

Dn+\ I    K

(4.2) Dn = inf
t>n

1+/
(<+!)' I 1/(O'l

'/+1

/or« = 0,1,2,...,

Ôn(/<"'')=inf{|z+/('"'|;zG Wn)   for « = 1,2,3,...,

a«¿ W; = c({«„ G C; a, EEkfor k = 2,...,n}) for n = 1,2,....

Before presenting the proof, we shall give some remarks.

(1) We do not know, within the conditions of the theorem, that (4.1) converges to

0. We do not even know that the left-hand side of (4.1) converges unless {£„} is a

C4-sequence and {an} has no limit point at 0 (Theorem 2.5). On the other hand,

these conditions ({£„} C4-sequence and {an} no limit point at 0) are not necessary

for the convergence of (4.1) to 0, because if {d„} converges to 0 sufficiently fast, it

may compensate for possible limit points at 0 for {8n(f(n)')} or {a'n}.

(2) Which convergent continued fractions K(a'n/\) satisfy condition (ii) in the

thoerem? We see at once that | 1 + /("+ 1V | > 8, « = 0,1,2,..., for some 8 > 0 is

necessary for (ii). This will however always be so when condition (i) is satisfied (by

Proposition 2.3).

Furthermore, Proposition 4.3 later in this section gives the following set of

sufficient conditions: K(a'n/\) ^-periodic and S'k(x) has two distinct fixed points;

or, equivalently, K(a'n/\) ^-periodic and a'n G En for « = 1,2,3,..., where {£„) is a

C4-sequence. An open question is: will a'n G £„ for « = 1,2,3,..., where {a'n} has

no limit point at 0 and {£„} is a C4-sequence, always imply that K(a'n/\) satisfies

condition (ii)?

(3) The actual choice of the sequence {/•„}, when it exists, should be made such

that {r„/Dn} is kept bounded. And that is always possible to achieve since Dn> D > 0

for all « s* 0 and rn is bounded (since {/(n)} is bounded by Proposition 2.3 and

I J  _|_ /(«+!)' I        M-|_y(n+l)'|        iy(«)'|

D>0
'n+\

by condition (ii) in the theorem).

(4) The computation of 5„(/(")) depends on the choice of {£„}. If {£„} is a

C4-sequence, we know that 0 £ c(U™=x(Vn + Wn)), where {Vn} is the best sequence

of value regions corresponding to {£„}. Since /<n) G V„ for « = 1,2,3,..., that

means that there exists a 8 > 0 such that

ô *£ inf (| x + y \ ; x ■v Wk,k= 1,2,3,...} <«„(/<">')

for all « 3* 1. By replacing 8n(f{"y) by 8 in (4.1), we have a value which is valid for

any  continued  fraction  K(a'n/\)  where a'n G £„  for  «=1,2,...   (profitable if
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En\{a'n, an,0} t^ 0), and a value which is known for several C4-sequences (as for

instance in the Examples 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4).

An alternative lower bound for 8n(f-"Y) is easy to get if we know a sequence

{W*} of regions (or subsets of C) such that Wn ç W* for « = 1,2, 3,..., namely the

value we get by replacing Wn with W* in the expression for 8n(f(n)'). (Such a

sequence {W*} is for instance known in the Examples 3.2-3.4 of CA-sequences.)

Proof of Theorem 4.1. By (2.5) we have

(4.3)
f-sn(fw)

f-SJLQ)
f (»)'

«„+/<">'
/ («)'

/ («) for« = 1,2,3,...,

where | 1 -f("Y/(hn +/<">') |< 1 + \f("Y |/S„(/<">') for « = 1,2,3,....
To find upper bounds for | 1 — /"<")'//(") | t We first establish upper bounds for

|/<"> -/<">'| . Let p„ =/(»)-/(«)' and eB+1 = an+1 - <+, for « = 0,1,2,....

Furthermore, let « > 0 be arbitrarily chosen, and m > n. By (1.8), we then get

Pm =
Em+\        Pm+if "

l+/(m+1)' + Pm+1'

Suppose there exists an Rn > 0 such that | pm+l \< Rn -rm+x< { | 1 + /(m+ "' | . If

(4.4)

then | pm |< rmRn also, because

R.
Dl 2dn+x

dm+x + Rnrm+x\fmY\

|l+/(m+,)'|-'-m+.Ä„
rmRn

when

i.e. when

rmrm+xR2n-[rm\l+rm+iY\-rm+x\f^Y\]Rn + dn+x^0,

R
\+f(m+lY\      \f (m)'

Since the value (4.4) of Rn gives

fi„+^^<0.
r„r„

R:
1   _|_  t(m+\)' I I /■(«)' I Vi

rmrm+\
Ä- +

<fin -DnRn + dn+l = R I Ä„-Z)B + fi.

fi.
A, Vi

Dn2-2dn+]
~Dn +

D2-2dn+x

D.

Bndn+X     t   D2-4dn+

D2~2dn+X

n+\

D„
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because of the conditions (ii) and (iii) in the theorem, the statement | pm |< rmRn

follows. But will I pm+m+\ B„ ' rm+\ ^  2 1 +f-m+lY | ? By the conditions (ii) and

(iii) in the theorem, the right inequality is easily proved:

R    - - Dnd»+\
Knrm+\  -

D2 - 2d n+1

m + 1 T J m+1
¿un+\

l+f(m+]Y\ |/
(my

1 I 1   + f(m+\y
1 \ '   ' J

The left side of the inequality is surely satisfied if we choose m> n big enough,

because {£„} is a t.u.s.c where £„ \ {z; | z |< ju} =£ 0 for all «, so by Theorem 2.4,

P„, - o.
Repeated use of the implication

\Pm+\\<Rnrm+\^\Pm\<Rnrm      for W > "

a finite number of times yields the following upper bounds: |/<m) — /<m)' |< fi„rm

for all «j s* «, « = 0,1,2,_By using these, we get

/
(»)-

r<»)

/<"»'(! +/("+'))
1

an+l

\f("Y\Rn+irn+x+dn+x

\n'      I —I F        I

cn+l f{"Y0J       Pn+\

an+\  + £n+l

7 l^«+l'n+l
+

^n+l

2|/ («)'|
l+l

'n+1

^n+l"n+2

A'+,-2¿n+2

'n+1

2^+1 U I/(»)'I   r"+l    + j]   d"+l

\   U      ] Dn+X J |V,

for« = 0,1,2,....    D

As an example of the use of this theorem, one may look at limit periodic

continued fractions such as some of the ones that Thron and Waadeland considered

in their paper [12].

Example 4.1. Let K(an/\) be a limit periodic continued fraction such that

lim. ,a„ = a E C\(-oo,- 4-]. Then we can use the continued fraction 7^(a^/l)

where a'n = a for all n > 1, as an auxiliary continued fraction. The tails of K(a'n/\)

all have the value xx, where xx is the attractive fixed point of the linear fractional

transformation S'x(x) = a/(\ + x).

Since D — I 1 I jc, |> 0 (because S[ always has fixed points xx, x2 such

that I xx I ¥" I x21 for these values of a), we can choose rn = 1 for all « > 0. Thron and

Waadeland proved that

D\\+xx\/2~d„
«„(*,)

Theorem 4.1 then yields

\f-Sn(xx)

-D/2
for « = 1,2,3,.

f-s„(o)
1 +

xx\(\xx\+D/2)m
< 1 +

I 1 + xx I D/2

\xx\(\xx\+D/2)

11+ x, I D/2 - d„

2 + 4U,

4 + 4J
D

1 \ d„+x

Dj   \a\

Vi
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which coincides with the result by Thron and Waadeland. By rearranging this

expression, they proved that

f-Sn(xx)

f-sn(o)

|a| +I1 +a + /j +g |     2d„

¿ + |i +a| -\a\ \a\

In this example we could choose rn = 1 for all n > 0. But it is not difficult to find

examples where the flexibility provided by the sequence {rn} is needed. The auxiliary

continued fraction K(a'„/l) in Example 1.1 will for instance be of that kind.

In the following two propositions we see that the existence of such a sequence is

closely connected to other tail properties of continued fractions.

Proposition 4.2. Let K(an/\) be a convergent continued fraction with tail values

(i) If {hn + f(n)) is not converging to0(hnis defined by ( 1.7)), then

has a limit point at oo.

(ii) // (4.5) has a limit point at oo, and /(n) ¥= 0 for all n » 0, then there exists a

subsequence {kn}™=x of the natural numbers, k0 — 0, such that

k„~\ k„-\

II     |l+/(m+1)|-     II     \fim)\>0   for all n> l.
m~k„-i m — kn^y

(iii) // 0 < u < | /(n) | < A/ < oo for all n 3* 0, then the following two statements are

equivalent:

(A): There exist a D > 0 and a sequence {r„}™=0 where 1 < rn < R < oo for all

« 3= 0, ímc/i f«a?

I J  4- /(n+1) I I f(n) I

J-L - ^-L 3= Z>   for alln^O.
rn+\ r„

(B): T«ere exwi a C > 0 a«¿/ a subsequence {£„}£L, o/ i«e natural numbers, k0 = 0,

sue« i«a/ A:„ + ! — kn =£ /c < oo /or all n > 0 and

k„~\ k„-\

I]     |1 +/<m+1>| -     I]     |/(m)|>C   foralln>\.

Proof, (i) By (1.9) and (1.10) we have

14. /•(*+!) I IR       4. d   /•(«+!) I u        -4- /-(«+1) I
1    W | Dn+\  ^ DnJ I    _    I "n+1  T 7

(4'6) Jo       |/(t)| M--VI I/-/.I
Since Aïa„/1) converges,/ — fn -» 0, and (i) follows.

(ii) Follows immediately from (i).

(iii) Suppose 0 < ¡x <|/(B) |< M < oo for all « > 0. To prove (B) =» (A), suppose

(B) is true. Then there exist positive numbers {tm}m'=0 such that t0 = tk =1 and

(4.7)     | 1 + /<m+1)|rm+1 - \f(m)\tm = DO)>0   for «i = 0,1,...,*, - 1,
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because after elimination of D(1), (4.7) is equivalent to a set of kx — 1 linear

equations in kx — 1 unknowns tx,t2,...,tk_x: MT = F, where the matrix M is

given in Figure 4.1, where um —\ 1 + f{m) | and lm =|/<m)| for m = \,...,kx — 1,

T=[/„/2,...,iJki_1]     and

F = [|/<°>|,0,... ,0,| 1 +/<*■> |]'.

M

«,+/,

-/, M2 + /2

-/2 M3 + /3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

"*,-2+ ^,-2

0

0

0

'*,-2

—"/c, — 1

Vi + 4,-1

Figure 4.1

A simple induction gives

*,-i

detM=   2
7 = 0

7 *i-i

n ii+/<m)i- n i/<m)
m = 1 m =j + 1

Since det M > jii*'   ', the equations have a unique solution, easily found by Cramer's

rule:

tm = (-ir~'[|/(0) |detMliM + (-l)*'"1 | 1 +/<*■) IdetM,^, J/detM

where det M^^ denotes the cofactor to the element (p, q) with respect to M.

By a simple induction argument, we get

m-\ k,-\  I        j k,-l \

tm= n i/o)i- s    n ii+/(">i- n i/^i
j — 0 j—m\n=m+\ n=j+\ J

^ i m—\  I    j m—\

+ n ii+/o)i- 2  n ii+/<n)i- n i/(n)
7=m4l y = 0\n=l n=j+\

form = 1,2, ...,&, — 1.

Since 0 <¡i <|/<n> |« M < oo for all « 3* 0,

/det M

.*,-!

(1 4-A/)*'   ' -kx
< i™< (1 +M)*'   ' -A:, m = 1,2,...,£, — 1.

Besides, by (4.7)

¿)(1)=|1 +/<|)|,1-|/(0)| =

A:, — 1 A,-l

n ii+/(n+i)i- n i/(b)
n = 0 n = 0

/det M
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so Dm > C/kx(\ + M)kl   '. Repeated use of the argument for the indices kx to k2

and so on, and choosing rn = t~x ■ supm3ä0 tm, n = 0,1,2,..., proves that the condi-

tions in (A) are satisfied with D = Mn>x D(n) > C/k(\ + M)k~l > 0 since k„+, -

kn < k < oo. To see that (A) => (B), assume that (A) is true. Then we get

TT"-1   I 1   4- f(m+\) I n"~'   I 1   4- r"<m+1) I /r
llm=0 I '   ^7 I  _ [n   "m = 0 M   T/ \/rm+\

r0n-1   I f(m) In",=ol/
n-1

t n
ro m=o

n-1

f n

nr='ol/<m)lAm

i+/("+,)IA.+1-|/(",IA,i +

D

ol|/(m)l/

/(m)IA

R4n(i + D
m = 0

n-1 «-1

n m +/C"+,)| - n i/(m)i>
m=0 m=0

i(1 + ,

i(-f
n'i/<m)i

m = 0

¿(-I M"-

Since (1 + D/M)" -> oo when « -» oo, there exists to any C, > 0 a A:, G N such that

(1 + D/M)k'/R - 1 > C,. So, by choosing Â:„ = «A:,, « = 1,2,3,..., and C =

Ciju*1, the conditions in (B) are satisfied.    D

The next proposition shows that such a sequence {rn} exists in the important case

when the auxiliary continued fraction K(a'J\) is Ar-periodic, under a mild condition.

Proposition 4.3. Let K(an/\) be a convergent k-periodic continued fraction with

finite tail values {/(w)}, such that akn+p = ap for p E {1,...,k) and « = 1,2,3,_

Then

k-\ k-\

n ii+/(-+,)i- n i/<w)i
n=0 n=0

0

where the equality sign holds if and only if the linear fractional transformation

Sk(x)
1   + ••• + 1 +x

has only one fixed point. Ifan E Enfor all n, where {£„} is a CA-sequence, then Sk(x)

will always have two distinct fixed points.

Proof. The fixed points xx, x2 of Sk(x) are such that/(0) = xx and

\Bk + Bk   , Bk_xxx\<\

(see for instance [7, Theorem 3.1, p. 47]), where the equality sign holds if and only if

xx = x2. Since, by (1.10),

k-\

' ̂  (-0* n /(,,),Bk + Bk_xx2 - Bk + Bk_x Bk-\ n = 0

and by (1.9), Bk + Bk_xxx = II„=¿(1 +/<n+l>), the first part of the proposition

follows.
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Suppose xx = x2. Then

n'ii+/(B+i)i- nVn)
n=0 n=0

mk- 1    I 1   4- f(n+ 1)1 il i    f(mk) I

1=   II    -T77^-    lf_t-T    form- 1,2,3,..,

and therefore, by (4.6),

I

n = 0        "i/'"'! \f~fmk-U

Since \f — fmk-x |-> 0 when m -* oo, we must havelimm_00 \hmk + /<mAr> |= 0 which

is impossible if {£„} is a CA -sequence.    G

Another problem is to find this sequence {/•„}. In this case, when the auxiliary

continued fraction is A-periodic, the constructive method given in the proof of

Proposition 4.2(iii), (B) =» (A), is very useful.

Example 1.1 continued. The choice of {/■„} can be made such that rkn+ = t~l ■

max(/,, t2, t3, t4,1) for/? = 0,1,2,3,4 and « = 0,1,2,..., where t0 = ts — 1 and tp

is given by

\l+fW\tp+x-\fpr\tp = D   íorp = 0,1,2,3,4.

Solving this set of linear equations (after eliminating D), gives (when the notation

| i 4-/0»' | =Up,\fw\=lp,p = 0,1,2,3,4 is used):

t IqJWa + »2/3/4 + »2»3/4 + «2M3"4) + "2»3"4»0

1      V2V4 + u\hhh + u\ujhh + u\uiuïU + Wi«2"3"4 '

^    . VlC^ + "3^4 + »3M4) + «3«4Mo(/l + Ml)

2 V2V4 + uihhU + u\uihh + u\uiuih + uxu2u3u4 '

t IplJiiU + "4) + u4u0(lxl2 + uxl2 + uxu2)

3 V2V4 + "l^^ + "l"2/3/4 + UXU2U214 + UXU2U3U4 '

? /0/|/2/3 + »0(/,/2/3 + »,/2/3 4- M,M2/3 + MiM2M3)

4 hhhh + u\hhh + u\uihh + MiM2M3'4 + Wi"2M3M4

Numerical values:

r, = 0.8300,   >2 = 0.7188,   /3 = 1.4496,   r4 = 0.6387,

which gives

rta = 1.4496,   rkn+x = 1.7465,   r,„+2 = 2.0166,   rfcB+3 = 1,

r,B+4 = 2.2697.

Besides

I 1+/(■+>)'I      I/O)' I      I 1 +/(')' i      1/(0)'iI-7-1   _   |7-[ = J-7-1   _   17-1   _ 0 639g _ D

rn+\ rn r\ r0

for all « s* 0. In view of the comments on this example in §3, 8n(f("Y) s* 1. Hence,

by Theorem 4.1 :

\f-sn(fw)

f-s„(o)
(1 + |/<">'|)Í2 + 4i/w 15gi). £^ = *„ ■ o.3"+

v u    I       \"n+1I
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where

k5„+i = U2,   fc5„+2=12.9,   Ac5n+3 = 8.17,

A:5n+4 = 13.7,   A5n+5 = 10.0   for « = 0,1,2,....

By Table 1.1 we see that the actual values of this ratio, for different values of «, are

as given in Table 4.1.

The computation of {rn} does not have to be so detailed. We see easily that for

instance the following values for (r„) will work: rkn+x = 1.5,

rkn = rkn + 3=^     r'kn+2 = rL+4 = 2     for « = 0, 1, 2,. . ..

Then we get D' ** 0.32 and thereby the upper bounds given by Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

/-s„(/(n)')

f-sn(o)

k. ■ 0.3"+ i

Upper bounds

with {r„'}

1

0.0006

1.01

1.94

0.002

0.35

0.67

0.00001

0.007

0.012

10

10"

1.8 • 10-5

2.95 ■ 10~5

20

1.4 • 10"12

1.0- 10"

1.74 - 10
■10
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